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Abstract

Many connected distributed servers, each of them dominates a specific region, can construct a

virtual world. In this interactive virtual world, users can connect to one of the servers at any place to

access the needed information. This paper proposes two external static search mechanisms to obtain

the needed information without passing duplicated commands to all the servers in the virtual world.

The search command is passed by agents of the servers, which locations are already set, to decide

whether the command is already received or not. In this way, the proposed search mechanisms can

achieve three goals. First, the searching results fit the user’s requirement. Second, the needed results

provided by servers are bounded by specific conditions. Third, through the agents of servers to avoid

passing duplicated command, the network bandwidth is reduced and also promoted the search

performance.

Key Words: Interactive Virtual World, External Static Search, Search Command, Agent, Network

Bandwidth

1. Introduction

With the prevailing development of internet and wire-

less network technology, the concept of a virtual world

could be constructed by many location servers. Every lo-

cation server in the virtual world controls a restricted

range and data. When a user wants to obtain the needed

information in this virtual world, there’s a problem about

searching a large-scale data in this world. The problem is

that the needed information should be provided by the

nearest location server. For example, if a user in the vir-

tual world has made a query “How to find a dentist near

my current location?”, what should the location servers

do? The server which the user located should pass this

query command to its neighbor servers and they pass it

again and again to the other neighbor servers. How to

avoid sending the duplicated query command to the lo-

cation servers is the major discussion of this paper. Be-

fore the searching steps, the topology of a virtual world

should be defined first. The user’s query command is

passed by the agent of the location server to other agents

of its neighbor servers. Through the communication

among agents, the query command could be decided

whether it was passed down to other agents or not. The

level of location server should be defined to speed up

passing the query command. Finally, the stop searching

criterion can prevent a long waiting time for the user, and

also promote the search quality of service. This paper

proposes two external search mechanisms to let the user

find out the needed information provided by the nearest

location server.

In this paper, section 2 describes the related work of the

search mechanisms. Section 3 is the proposed two search

mechanisms in a virtual world. Section 4 is the simulation

result which compares the proposed two search mecha-

nisms. Section 5 is the conclusion and future research.
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2. Related Work

Generally speaking, data gathering, indexing and

classification are the main functions of searching en-

gines. The traditional search engines are centralized

search architectures [1]. They are using one or more ser-

vers to act as a single search engine under centralized

management. However, this approach has many prob-

lems as listed followed:

1. Cost: Due to central architecture, it is expensive

for managing by a single organization.

2. Indexing: It is not guaranteed that the search infor-

mation which is relevant to the interests of the user

is indexed [2].

3. Non-Geographic property: The searching results

which the server provides may not be near to the

user.

The solutions to these problems lie in the distributed

search architecture. In the distributed search architec-

ture, each server makes indexes only a part of informa-

tion which is available on the web and processes only a

subset of user’s queries. There is a distributed search sys-

tem called “DESIRE” [3], which the database is distrib-

uted by geographic or network domain. However, most

of the user queries for each server are equal likely to in-

dex relevant resources. This implies that most of the que-

ries must be routed to all servers in the system and this

leads to degrade the system performance.

The ADSA (Adaptive Distributed Search and Ad-

vertising) [4�6] project aims to develop a scalable

Internet search system based on the concept of topic

specific distributed search architecture. Query com-

mand only propagates to a small number of servers whi-

ch contain the relevant topic. However, if the searching

target is movable, such as searching someone with spe-

cific characteristics, ADSA cannot provide an effective

search.

Another distributed search architecture is hierarchi-

cal location severs [7�9]. This architecture is based on

the cellular network, which has better performance to

search mobile units. However, this architecture cannot

promise that all the search results provided by the servers

are near to the user. If a user wants to search all the

results which are near to him, it may cause too many

searching results that are impracticable.

3. Virtual World

An interactive virtual world can be built by a large

distributed architecture which is constructed by several

location servers as shown in Figure 1. The cell region go-

verned by a location server is a circle and each server

should connect to at least one of other servers. Every ser-

ver has its own location database which records the user’s

information and the dominated region data. User can lo-

gin into one of the location servers in the virtual world at

any place and time to find out the needed information by

the agent of the server.

3.1 Topology

The proposed architecture [10�12] for the distri-

buted servers to set up the virtual world is defined as

Figure 2. Each server has at most 6 neighbor servers

and a unique number was assigned to each of them. The

user’s position in the virtual world is identified by the

server number. Assuming that the server 1 is the position

where the user located, the query command is passed

by server 1 to other neighbor servers gradually accord-
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Figure 1. Virtual world architecture.

Figure 2. The topology of location servers.



ing the boldface line in Figure 2. In this way, there is

no duplicated command passing down to the neighbor

location servers.

3.2 Search Mechanism

The proposed search mechanisms are separated into

four parts such as level definition, external search, level

calculation, and the strategy of stop searching.

3.2.1 Level Definition

Figure 3 is a hierarchical tree which defines the level

of each server. The server level means that the distance

from the current position to the original query server. If

the level number is large, it means that the distance from

here to the original query server is long. The search level

should be limited to speed up the searching result. For

example, a virtual world is separated into several cities.

Each city is governed by a location server and the level

of the server is relative to the server which the user lo-

cated. The user can find out the nearest airport or dentist

by limiting the search level in the virtual world. The

function f(L) for calculating the node numbers of each

level is defined as followed:

f L
L

L L
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,
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6 1 1
, where L is the level number in

the hierarchical tree.

3.2.2 External Search

Two external search mechanisms are proposed to pass

the query command from the agent of server which the user

located to the agents of neighbor servers. These proposed

mechanisms such as 5_way_Passing and Assigned_path_

Passing mechanisms are explained as followed:

3.2.2.1 5_way_Passing mechanism

When a server receives a user’s query command, it

checks the search level in the content of the command

before executing the query command. If the server level

is not matched the stop criterion, the query command is

executed. After executing the query command and the

search results match the user’s requirement, this server

returns the results to the user and stop passing the query

command to its neighbor location servers. If the search

results are not matched the user’s requirement, the query

command will be passed to the server’s first neighbor

server. This server’s neighbor list is sorted according to

the delivery time from current server to its neighbor serv-

ers and the search level limitation. Because the servers in

the list would duplicate with other server’s sorted list, a

server may receive duplicate query commands from dif-

ferent location servers. Except the original query server,

each server need to check the query command whether it

had been executed or not. If the query command had not

been executed, the server executes the query command

or stop searching because the criterion is matched. Query

command will be passed to other server until the search

results match the user’s requirement or it is stop because

the criterion is met. When some of the servers complete

the search, the results are returned to original query ser-

ver. The user can decide that which information provided

by the server is the nearest one.

3.2.2.2 Assigned_path_Passing mechanism

Assigned_path_Passing mechanism is to pass the
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query command according to the server number in hier-

archical tree as shown in Figure 3. All the passing paths

are assigned and the query command is not duplicated.

The server in level 1 passes the query command to all of

the servers in level 2. After processing by the servers in

level 2, the query command is passed to level 3 and so

on. When passing query command, the sender will tell

the receiver which direction should be passed at the next

time. For example, as shown in Figure 3, server 1 passes

query command to server 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and tells server 2

the direction to pass the query command is server 8 and

server 9 at the next time. When the servers complete the

search, the results are returned to the original query server.

Because Assigned_path_Passing mechanism passes

the query command by a fixed path, if the upper level

server was failed, the successive servers will not know

where the searching commands from. To solve this prob-

lem, the hierarchical tree of Assigned_path_Passing me-

chanism is modified as shown in Figure 4. The red dotted

line is the substitution path between servers of different

level. The green dotted line is the substitution path be-

tween servers of same level. For instance, in the hierar-

chical tree of Figure 3, if server 3 was failed, the server

10, 11, 23, 24, 25, 42, 43, 44, 45 and etc. would not re-

ceive search commands. However, in the new hierarchi-

cal tree of Figure 4, if server 3 was failed, server 1 would

ask server 2 send search commands to server 10, and ser-

ver 10 will send search commands to server 11, thus the

failure of server 3 will not affect the whole process.

3.2.3 Direction Definition

Passing direction is denotes by 3 bits as shown in

Figure 5. Inverse direction is the bits inversion. Adjacent

direction is the data different in one bit. The distance can

be calculated by direction bits.

3.2.4 Level Calculation

(1)5_way_Passing

Query command packet only needs to record at most

two different passed directions and the numbers of serv-

ers. The next passing direction would be compared with

the recorded direction. If the direction is the same, the to-

tal number of this direction is increased by 1. Finally, the

sum of recorded direction number is the level limitation

of searching results.

(2)Assigned_path_Passing

When the query command is passed through one

server, the level of searching results is increased by 1.

Receiver’s level is informed by the sender server.
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Figure 4. New hierarchical tree.

Figure 5. Passing direction.



3.2.5 The Strategy of Stop Searching

The searching requirement should be defined clearly

before search. It may cause too many searching results if

the description is obscure. The better way for a user to

find out the search result is provided by the nearest ser-

ver. There are two kinds of strategies of stop searching as

listed followed.

(1)Limit the amount of results

When the amount of results is matched the limited

number, the searching is stopped.

(2)Limit the search level

When the original server passes the query command

to other servers, the level of neighbor servers is limited.

The first stop strategy ensures the quality of the sear-

ching results. The second stop strategy is focus on the

performance. However, the search results provided by

the server may be far away from the user’s location.

3.3 Algorithm

The algorithm of 5_way_Passing is shown as below:

Procedure 5_way_Passing ()

Comments:

query_command: a query command includes the de-

scription information of what the user wants

neighbor_server_level: the level of neighbor server’s

limit_level: the limited searching level to stop process-

ing the query command

Internal_Search (): search in this server

check_server_receive: check the query command whe-

ther it had been received or not

received: the query_command had been received by

the server

BEGIN

While (neighbor_server_level <= limit_level)

BEGIN

If (check_server_receive != received) then

BEGIN

Internal_Search()

If the searching result is not fit the user’s

requirement then

Check the neighbor server’s level and

sort the neighbor servers according to

the delivery time from current server

to its neighbor servers

Pass the query_command to the first

neighbor server in the previous sorted

list.

Else

Stop searching and break out of the

while loop

End if

END

END

END

The algorithm of Assigned_path_Passing is shown

as below:

Procedure Assigned_path_Passing ()

Comments:

query_command: a command include the description

information of what the user wants

current_level: current server’s level

limit_level: the limited searching level to stop process-

ing the query command

Internal_Search (): search in the server

BEGIN

While (current_level< limit_level)

BEGIN

Internal_Search()

If the searching result is not fit the user’s re-

quirement then

Pass the query_command to other servers

by an assigned direction and telling the re-

ceived server which direction should be

passed at the next time

Else

Stop searching and break out of the while

loop

End if

END

END

3.4 Compare the Searching Time

Two stop strategies as described above are compared

by the searching time when search level is limited and

the amount of searching results are limited. Assume the

search level is limited to the n-th level and the total node

number of server is m, the relation between level and

number of servers is shown as below:

m = 3n (n � 1) + 1 (3.1)
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The complete searching time is calculated by the fol-

lowing time parameters:

CKCT The time to check query command whether it

had been received or not.

ET The time to execute query command

CKPT Check the priority of the path to deliver the

query command

CKLT Check the current level of the server

DT The deliver time to pass the query command (The

load of the passing path)

DDT The delay of deliver time to pass the query com-

mand (the servers are in a sorted queue while

passing the query command)

RT The return time of the search results

There are two restrictions while comparing the two

proposed search mechanisms which are listed followed:

(1) Assume that the execution time (ET) in different

server is the same

(2) Discard the quality of search result in a single

server

The complete time means that the time from the qu-

ery command is passed to all of the servers in limited

searching level, completes searching, and finally returns

the results to the query server.

3.4.1 The Searching Time Limits by Level

The comparison is focus on ensuring the perfor-

mance of searching results. Assume that the search level

is limited to n-th level and he total node number of server

is m, the complete time is computed in worst case. The

computation of complete time shows as below:

5_way_Passing:

P k

1 : The shortest path of server 1 to sever k (sum of DT)

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the fol-

lowing function:

(3.2)

Equation 3.2 shows that if the virtual world is con-

structed by one server, the CT is CKLT+ET+RT. If the

virtual world is constructed by two or more servers, ex-

cept the last server, each server has 1 CKPT and 5 DDT.

The query command should be passed through m servers

in worst case. Every server needs to check the level limi-

tation. The last server has 4 CKCT, the first server needs

not have 1 CKCT and other server needs 1 CKCT. The

shortest distance should be found out from the original

server to other servers. To obtain the maximum of these

distances, all the DTs would be summed up. Finally, the

complete time is obtained by adding the ET and RT.

Assigned_path_Passing:

Lk

k

k

b

�
�
� 1

2

: The path of level 1 to level b pass through

the servers of level 2, level 3…, level b-1

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the fol-

lowing function:

(3.3)

Equation 3.3 shows that if the virtual world is con-

structed by one server, the CT is CKLT+ET+RT. If the

virtual world is constructed by two or more servers, the

query command should be passed to n servers in worst

case. Every server needs to check the level limitation. To

obtain the shortest distance from level 1 to level n, all the

DTs would be summed up. The level 1 to level 2 has 5

DDTs and there is 1 DDT in each level except the last

level. Finally, the complete time is obtained by adding

the ET and RT.

No controlled

P k

1 : The shortest path of server 1 to sever k (sum of

DT)

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the fol-

lowing function:

(3.4)

No controlled means that the system will not control
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to pass duplicated commands, but only control the stop

timing. Thus each server will pass search commands to

its nearby six neighbor servers. In this case, the duplica-

tion of search command will affect the efficiency and it is

shown as equation 3.4.

Limited controlled (No backward pass and pass by

the order of direction)

P k

1 : The shortest path of server 1 to sever k (sum of DT)

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the fol-

lowing function:

(3.5)

In this case, each server passes search commands to

its nearby servers except the source server. However, the

root is server 1 still passes search commands to its nearby

six neighbor servers. The search command passing order

should be clockwise or anti-clockwise. The result can be

shown as equation 3.5.

Limited controlled (No backward pass and pass by

speed)

P k

1 : The shortest path of server 1 to sever k (sum of DT)

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the fol-

lowing function:

(3.6)

In this case, each server passes search commands to

its nearby servers except the source server, but the root is

server 1 still passes search commands to its nearby six

neighbor servers. The search command passing order is

decided by the deliver speed among servers. The result

can be shown as equation 3.6.

3.4.2 The Searching Time Limit by Amount of

Searching Results

Assume that the amount of search results is 	, the

searching results in a single server is 
, the total search

number of servers would be � which is equal to 	/
. The

best and worst case search time are computed and ex-

plained as followed:

(1)Best Case

As the passing tree spreads quickly and the DT is

constant, it is like to search to the �th level. The �th level

can be calculated by the equation 3.7.

�  3�(� � 1) + 1, �, � � 1, � is the minimum integer

(3.7)

5_way_Passing:

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the equa-

tion 3.8:

(3.8)

Assigned_path_Passing:

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the equa-

tion 3.9:

(3.9)

(2)Worst Case

The query command is passed through the total

search number of servers (� level).

5_way_Passing:

P1

�
: The shortest path of server 1 to sever � (sum of

DT)

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the equa-

tion 3.10:

(3.10)

Assigned_path_Passing:

Lk

k

k

b

�
�
� 1

2

: The path of level 1 to level b pass through

the servers of level 2, level 3…, level b-1

Complete search time (CT) is computed by the equa-
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tion 3.11:

(3.11)

4. Simulation Result

By the equations described in section 3, the complete

search time can be compared by setting the parameters.

The RT is ignored and the stop strategy is using the limi-

tation of the search level. The DT value is set in different

range value to compute the complete search time. The

time parameters are set as Table 1:

(1)Set DT value as a constant range

In Figures 6, 7, 8, the DT value is set to 1, 50 and

1000, Assigned_path_Passing shows better performance.

However, when the DT value is 1000, the difference be-

tween Assigned_path_Passing and 5_way_Passing is

not obvious.

(2)Set DT value as a range

When the time parameters are set as Table 2, Figure 9

shows that 5_way_Passing has better performance than As-

signed_path_Passing when DT ranges between 1 and 50.

The range broadens 1 to 1000 as shown in Figure 10, 5_

way_Passing is also better than Assigned_path_Passing.

The results show that 5_way_Passing suitable to the

case when transmission speed (DT) varies largely among

servers. While the Assigned_path_Passing suitable to the

case when transmission speed (DT) varies little among

servers, and with little distance among the servers.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper, a virtual world is built by several dis-

tributed servers. As the virtual world is a distributed ar-

chitecture, the load is shared by these connected servers.

Two external static search mechanisms are proposed to

reduce the bandwidth of network and speed up the ob-
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Table 1. Time parameters in simulations

Time parameter CKPT CKLT CKCT DDT ET DT RT

Value 1 1 1 1 1 variable Don’t care

Figure 6. DT const to 1.

Figure 7. DT const to 50.

Figure 8. DT const to 1000.



taining of needed information. From the experiments as

shown above, 5_way_Passing searching mechanism sui-

table to the case when transmission speed varies largely

among servers. While the Assigned_path_Passing sear-

ching mechanism suitable to the case when transmission

speed varies little among servers.

Since the regions of the proposed virtual world, gov-

erned by the distributed servers, are defined as a circle,

there should be a critical region dominated by different

servers. It needs to make sure that the data in such a criti-

cal region are consistent and the duplicated search com-

mand should be avoided. Furthermore, this proposed ar-

chitecture can be applied to wireless network. This can

let user login to this virtual world in anywhere he goes

and quickly finds out the needed information.
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